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Explore our collection of high performance laptops of Lenovo Thinkpad series for extensive business work, multitasking and everything in between.


Learn More >
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Immerse yourself in the world of gaming with our top-notch gaming devices and accessories.


Learn More >
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Explore our range of powerful and customisable PCs to suit your specific computing needs.
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Enhance your visual experience with our high-resolution monitors for immersive gaming, work, or entertainment.
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Find a wide selection of quality components to build or upgrade your own PC for optimal performance.


Learn More >
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Enhance your setup with our range of accessories, from keyboards and mice to speakers and cables, for a seamless computing experience.


Learn More >
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Find the perfect desktop computer to meet your specific needs, whether for personal or professional use.


Learn More >
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Access your library anywhere, anytime—Read comfortably and enjoy portability. Your go-to device for reading and note-taking!
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Experience the Future with Zenphone 11: Epic Display & Cutting-Edge Innovation!


Learn More >
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Discover refurbished Samsung Laptops, Galaxy Books and Chromebooks for the best price. Excellent performance and value for money.


Learn More >
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Buy Now, Pay Later! Spend £99 or more and enjoy 0% interest for 4-months on your purchase.
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0% Interest, 
 pay in instalments 
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Secure Payment  
  with reliable refund
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Fast Delivery  
with easy returns
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Laptops 

from £99.99
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Gaming  

from £629.95
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Desktops 


from £39.99
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Monitors 


from £49.95
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Refurbished  


from £99.99
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Phones 
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Apple iPad Air (2022) 5th Gen M1 Chip 8GB RAM 64GB Storage 10.9 inch Liquid Retina Wi-Fi Tablet - Space Grey 





£699.99




£583.33


/


£499.99  inc. VAT. 




£416.66  ex. VAT. 













★★★★★



★★★★★





4.6/5 (116)
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Finance Available*





In Stock




* FREE Delivery



















Save £150
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HP 15s-fq2050na Intel Core i3-1115G4 4GB RAM 128GB SSD 15.6 inch Full HD Windows 11 S Laptop 





£399.99




£333.33


/


£249.99  inc. VAT. 




£208.33  ex. VAT. 













★★★★★



★★★★★





0/5 (0)
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Finance Available*





In Stock




* FREE Delivery



















Save £50
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Lenovo IdeaCentre 5 Intel Pentium Gold G7400 8GB RAM 256GB SSD Windows 11 Home Desktop PC 





£349.99




£291.66


/


£299.99  inc. VAT. 




£249.99  ex. VAT. 













★★★★★



★★★★★





5/5 (2)
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Finance Available*





In Stock




* FREE Delivery
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Exclusive Deals: Limited Time Only

View All 








 Save £140
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Lenovo IdeaPad 1 Intel Celeron N4020 4GB RAM 128GB SSD 15.6 inch Full HD Windows 11 S Laptop + Microsoft 365 Personal 





£349.99




£291.66


/


£209.99  inc. VAT. 




£174.99  ex. VAT. 












★★★★★



★★★★★





0/5 (0)
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Finance Available*






In Stock




* FREE Delivery




















 Save £430.04
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ASUS ROG Phone 6 Qualcomm Snapdragon 8+ Gen 1 Processor 16GB RAM 512GB Storage 6.78 inch AMOLED Android 12 Gaming Smartphone - Black 





£999.99




£833.33


/


£569.95  inc. VAT. 




£474.96  ex. VAT. 












★★★★★



★★★★★





5/5 (3)
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Finance Available*






In Stock




* FREE Delivery




















 Save £180.04
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HP 250 G9 Intel Core i3-1215U 8GB RAM 256GB SSD 15.6 inch Full HD Windows 11 Home Laptop 





£499.99




£416.66


/


£319.95  inc. VAT. 




£266.63  ex. VAT. 












★★★★★



★★★★★





4.5/5 (1074)
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Finance Available*






In Stock




* FREE Delivery




















 Save £210
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Lenovo ThinkPad L14 AMD Ryzen 5 PRO 4650U 16GB RAM 256GB SSD 14 inch Full HD Touchscreen Windows 10 Pro Laptop 





£799.99




£666.66


/


£589.99  inc. VAT. 




£491.66  ex. VAT. 












★★★★★



★★★★★





5/5 (3)
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Finance Available*






In Stock




* FREE Delivery
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Shop Now 
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Galaxy Books 
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Last chance clearance deals 










Laptops Under £300
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Shop Now 
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Get up to 30% off 
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Get up to £1500 off 
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Buy Laptops, Desktop PCs, Tablets, Monitors and Smartphones

Laptop Outlet is one of the largest suppliers of laptops in UK. Our range extends from desktop PCs, monitors,
tablets, and computing accessories to smartphones, smart home gadgets and networking products. Whether you
are
looking for the cheapest computers or cheap laptops for sale, we can meet your needs at your desired prices.
We
have special offers and deals available on the website all year round, ensuring our customers get the best
quality at cheap prices from top brands. If you are additionally looking for cheap laptop for sale under
200, we
also provide an entire range of budget laptops. 




Grab Best Laptop Deals

In case you do not know where to buy laptops or what product is best for you, we have got you covered.
Our
exclusive collection consists of the best productivity laptops and Notebooks with
all-day
battery life. We have an assortment of both brand-new laptops and refurbished laptops from all notable
brands. You can buy Window 11 laptops from
Acer
Lenovo, ASUS, HP, Dell, Apple, Medion, Microsoft Surface , MSI, Samsung Galaxy Laptop and other
manufacturers.


Take advantage of our laptop deals and explore models from AMD laptops, Intel laptops, and Chromebooks. From student laptops to business laptops and creative laptop to
gaming
laptops, we have everything to cover your everyday laptop.

Extensive Range of Desktop PCs

Laptop Outlet has an exciting collection of Desktop PC for both office
and
home use. You can explore desktop computers from industry-leading brands including Lenovo, HP, Dell, MSI, Medion, ASUS, Acer, and more. We aim to provide you with the cheapest
computers
with mighty hardware and the latest features. You can buy ultra-compact tower desktops or mini, All-in-one PCs, or pick powerful workstations that can handle the workload of your whole
enterprise.

Best Monitors for Your PC

Complete your desktop PC setup with Laptop Outlet’s versatile array of monitors. We have a
comprehensive assortment of high-quality monitors for a wide consumer base.
From affordable FHD displays to high-resolution 4K
monitors, our selection covers monitors with a higher refresh rate that deliver crispy visuals.
You
get to choose from topmost brands, including Lenovo, ASUS, Iiyama,
Samsung, Philips, BenQ,
AOC, MSI monitor and
more.

Gear-Up for Gaming

At Laptop Outlet, you will find the gaming gears that you need to level up. We let you quench your gaming thirst by offering powerful gaming PCs and high-resolution gaming monitors. Our gaming range includes gadgets from
brands
like Intel, ASUS, HP, Lenovo, Medion, MSI, Acer, and others. And if you like to game on the go, we have
the
latest gaming laptop at your disposal. In addition, you can
browse
the best gaming accessories before you get ready for online battlefields.

Explore Flagship Smartphones

Whether you want to look at the latest Android phones or
a
glimpse of the flagship iPhone, Laptop Outlet is the right place to start searching. We cover an
exclusive
array of mobile phones from the world’s leading smartphone brands, including OPPO, ASUS, Samsung, 5g
mobile phone, Apple, and more. Whether you need the
best
camera, a large display, or 5G connectivity, you can pick a model based on your priority.

Great Deals with Warranty

We stock products from top brands that come with manufacturer warranty. You can take advantage of our
laptop
sale online and can also buy professionally tested and refurbished
laptops, desktops, and smartphones. We provide you with the cheapest computers at
budget-friendly
prices and interest-free finance laptop deals.

Laptop Outlet is the one-stop store for your all tech needs. Our friendly customer service team will be
happy
to help with any questions or advice you may like.



View More
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What are the Benefits of Using a Do...


You may all have noticed that the latest laptops are getting slimmer and slimmer and are now more st....
 



View More 
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Most Popular ASUS Laptop Models Amo...


Explore versatile features, a dynamic product range and lightweight designs with ASUS laptops, made ....
 



View More 
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Which Laptop Brands Are the Best Va...


Laptops have become essential for various aspects of our lives, from work and education to entertain....
 



View More 
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What are Some Ways to Connect an Xb...


Have you got your hands on an Xbox console and wondering how to set it up with a PC monitor? Let's f....
 



View More 











Subscribe to our Newsletter

Sign up and be the first to know about our exclusive offers & top tech tips.
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Get Early Access to our best deals and offers. 
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Get the latest news & exclusive product updates!













Our newsletter is tailored to offer you a unique & valuable experience.

Newsletter







Sign Up for Our Newsletter: 








Subscribe
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Representative Example




	
Assumed credit limit
£1200


	
Purchase rate
 

23.9% p.a(variable)


	
Representative
 

23.9% APR(variable)
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Established in 2010, Laptop Outlet is one of the UK’s leading tech retailers, offering new and refurbished tech devices, including laptops, smartphones, PCs, tablets, accessories, and much more. We strive to provide top quality products at affordable prices. With our unbeatable deals we are the ultimate destination for all your computing needs.
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